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Jane's Patisserie Barney Publishing
Find the kindness and joy in everyday life with New York Times
bestselling author James Patterson's sweetly illustrated picture
book about manners for kids. In Give Please a Chance,
bestselling author James Patterson showed little ones the magic
of the word "please." In his second picture book, he takes young
readers on a delightful search for kindness and appreciation in
everyday life. Sweetly illustrated scenes from a variety of artists
show children saying "thank you" for simple gifts like tickles, ice
cream, and Mommy and Daddy's love, reminding us of all we
have to be grateful for. !--EndFragment--
Thank You, M'am Gompel&Svacina
Little Bear, Little Monkey, and their friends love to
use a pacifier. But sometimes it gets in the way
when they play, talk, or go outside. In this
reassuring book, the grown-ups show them that
giving up their pacifier or putting it away just for a
while doesn't have to be hard. And they might even
have more fun without pacifiers! - Features
interactive pull-tabs that control the changing
scenes, empowering children to apply their newly
learned knowledge to their own experience - Bright
illustrations bring the storyline to life and help
young readers connect with the message - Durable
board book is just the right size for little hands to
hold The Pull and Play Books(TM) board book

series offers babies and toddlers support and
encouragement through familiar childhood
experiences. The adorable interactive books cover
all sorts of growth milestones including bedtime,
bath time, sibling relationships, sharing, manners,
feelings and more. Using pull-tabs to change the
pictures, children are empowered and inspired to
learn and grow! - Great family read-aloud books -
Books for baby-3 years old
The Berenstain Bears Say Please and Thank You WorthyKids
"Fun text and illustrations teach the basic concept of using manners
and saying, "Please" and "Thank You"--
Why Do I Have To Say Please And Thank You? Jimmy Patterson
Barney teaches his friends good manners at a birthday party.
Please and Thank You! Weigl Publishers
In a world where rudeness is the norm and
acts of kindness often make people more
suspicious than grateful, who hasn't
yearned for a return to good old-fashioned
courtesy? Learn life's simple but essential
gifts to use daily.
Thank You, Mr. Falker Random House Books for
Young Readers
Discover nature through these rhyming stories
with realistic surfaces to touch! Gorgeous
textured art with informative labels adds
dimension to these simple life cycle tales.
Children will delight in the frog's bumpy
skin, the chick's grainy egg, and the surprise
fold-out/pop at the end!
Help, Thanks, Wow Standard Publishing Company
You're growing up, and there are some things that
becoming a big kid certainly brings! This is a
book that is made just for you, full of sweet,
simple manners that I know to be true. It's silly
and fun, and I hope you will learn as you read and

explore these pages, you turn!

The Berenstain Bears' Please & Thank You
Book Harper Collins
Repetitive text and illustrations with lift-
the-flaps introduce the phrases "please"
and "thank you."
Sorry Please Thank You 'The Rosen
Publishing Group, Inc'
Why Do I Have To Say Please And Thank You?
provides the perfect platform to explore
family issues and questions that children
have as they grow up and try to make sense
of the world around them. Each fully-
illustrated spread poses questions around
family structure, helping children to
discuss new siblings, different family
constellations, and adoption. Explanations
and advice for parents and carers to help
guide and inform their child have been
compiled by two child psychologists.
Richard Scarry's Pig Will and Pig Won't
Sterling Publishing Company, Inc.
Join Richard Scarry's beloved characters
Huckle Cat, Lowly Worm, and more as they
learn about the importance of manners. From
how to behave at school, to sharing, to
important safety rules - and featuring
bright and fun illustrations - young
children will gain an understanding of the
right ways to behave in a variety of
situations. Now includes a sticker sheet!
Pull and Play: Pacifier Jimmy Patterson
Miss Clover has made a space station. Posy,
Ben and Alfie must take turns to play with
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it. But Posy doesn't want to share, and
everyone gets cross. Can the children learn
to enjoy it together? This series
introduces young children to different
aspects of our emotions and behaviour.
Please and Thank You Parragon Pubishing India
When a young boy named Roger tries to steal the
purse of a woman named Luella, he is just looking
for money to buy stylish new shoes. After she
grabs him by the collar and drags him back to her
home, he's sure that he is in deep trouble.
Instead, Roger is soon left speechless by her
kindness and generosity.

Give Thank You a Try Pantheon
Two children remember their good manners as
they spend a busy day at nursery.
Doing Good Together Cartwheel Books
Learning to speak in a polite manner can be
tough. Sometimes, people receive gifts they
don’t like, don’t want to help out at home, or
are just in a hurry! Readers learn that
politeness is easy to spread with just a few
simple words—“please” and “thank you.” Taking
the time to thank someone lets him or her know
they are appreciated. Saying “please” shows a
similar respect. Easy-to-read language aids
beginning readers navigating both text and
good manners for the first time.

The Last Lecture Early Bird Sound Books
Slide a
Five years since the apostolic exhortation
on love in the family – Amoris Laetitia –
first appeared, it has lost none of its
relevance and urgency. For Pope Francis
this anniversary offers “an opportunity to
focus more closely on the contents of the
document”. In an open and frank dialogue,
the authors of this book accept the
challenge to explore and develop insights
and paths for theological ethics, pastoral
theology and ministry, counseling,
education and spirituality as drawn out in
the exhortation. They focus particularly on
the conjugal covenant as a “unique love of

friendship” and as the basis for family
life, one where the upbringing of children
is geared to “growing in love”. From this
perspective, topics such as responsible
parenthood, indissolubility, separation and
divorce receive rightful consideration.
Other intimate relationships and modes of
living together are discussed critically
and qualitatively. Inspired by the “logic
of mercy and discernment” in Amoris
Laetitia, stepping stones for a pastoral
ethics of growth towards “enduring love”,
that do not circumvent the differences with
marriage, are laid down. This book arose
out of numerous and extensive conversations
between bishop Johan Bonny, professor Roger
Burggraeve SDB and journalist Ilse Van
Halst. Sprung out of dialogue, it desires
to continue the dialogue and process of
discernment. It invites to participate all
who are involved in theological ethics and
pastoral theology, sexuality and family
studies, religious education and youth
catechesis, marriage and family life
ministry, couple therapy, training programs
for parents on love and sex education,
support groups for separated and divorced…
and all those in Church and society looking
for sustainable love.
Please and Thank You TarcherPerigee
Pig Will minds his manners, but naughty Pig Won't
won't! In three stories, Pig Won't learns to play
nicely, help with chores, and always say please
and thank you. Richard Scarry's beloved characters
make these cautionary tales more fun than
didactic.
Raggedy Ann Penguin
When Lacey has her friends Patches, Bobbin, and
Rags over for a tea party, they practice their
good manners and demonstrate the numbers from one
to five.

Saying Please and Thank You Free Spirit
Publishing
Benedict has a pretty sweet life for a bear.

Every morning the bees leave a jar of honey on
his doorstep, and every day he has honey for
breakfast and honey in his tea. It’s an
important part of his day. But all that
changes when the bees go on strike.

I Say Please and Thank You Hachette Books
The cherished Bear family is coming to a
new generation of toddler and preschool
readers! Stan and Jan Berenstain introduced
the first Berenstain Bear books in 1962 and
the Bear family celebrated its 50th
anniversary in 2012! Here the charming and
lovable Bear family is once again
introducing children to the typical issues
and questions that they face every day. In
The Berenstain Bears' Please & Thank You
Book, little readers are introduced to the
importance of manners, through gentle
reminders given to Brother, Sister, and
Honey as they await their milk and cookies.
The shorter story length and well-loved
characters provide toddlers a perfect
introduction to valuable life lessons and
routines. Ages 2 to 5.
The Tiny Tadpole Capstone
A funny first book of manners, in rollicking
rhyme! When Wanda Warthog comes over, beware!
She leaves a trail everywhere. There’s ink on
the sofa, gum on the cat, Modeling clay ground
into the mat. This collection of short, snappy
poems about grabby gorillas, wild cats, sloppy
pigs, sharing bears, and thoughtful elephants
will have kids in stitches as they’re reminded
how—and how not—to behave!
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